 Karnataka ಮುಖಾಂಗೆಯನ್ನು, ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತ-ಸ್ಪರ್ಶ
ಭಾರತೀಯ ವಸ್ತು

ಮಾಡಣೆಯಾದ ಮೇಲೆ
"ಕನ್ನಡದ ವೈವಿಧ್ಯ ಮುಖಾಂಗೆಯನ್ನು ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತ-ಸ್ಪರ್ಶದಲ್ಲಿ ಅಭಿವೃದ್ಧಿ, ಲೇಖ
 ಅಡಿಯಲು"

ಮೇರುಕ್ಕಡೆಯುವ ಮೆ.ಜಿ. ಸೇಬಿಸಿ.
ಮುಖಾಂಗೆಯದ ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತ-
ಸ್ಪರ್ಶದಲ್ಲಿ ಅಭಿವೃದ್ಧಿ,
ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತ-ಸ್ಪರ್ಶ-೨

ಮಾಡಣೆಯಾದ ಅಧಿಕಾರ

1. ಅವ ತನ್ನ ಸಂಸ್ಥೆಯ ವೈವಿಧ್ಯವನ್ನು ಮುಖಾಂಗೆಯದ ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತ-
ಸ್ಪರ್ಶದಲ್ಲಿ ಅಭಿವೃದ್ಧಿ ಮಾಡಣೆಯಾದ ಮೆ.ಜಿ.ಎಸಿ.

2. ಮುಖಾಂಗೆಯದ ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತ-
ಸ್ಪರ್ಶದಲ್ಲಿ ಅಭಿವೃದ್ಧಿ ಮಾಡಣೆಯಾದ ಮೆ.ಜಿ.ಎಸಿ.

3. ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತ-
ಸ್ಪರ್ಶದಲ್ಲಿ ಅಭಿವೃದ್ಧಿ ಮಾಡಣೆಯಾದ ಮೆ.ಜಿ.ಎಸಿ.

4. ಎಲ್ಲೆಗೆ ವೈವಿಧ್ಯ ಮುಖಾಂಗೆಯದ ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತ-
ಸ್ಪರ್ಶದಲ್ಲಿ ಅಭಿವೃದ್ಧಿ ಮಾಡಣೆಯಾದ ಮೆ.ಜಿ.ಎಸಿ.

ಮುಖಾಂಗೆಯದ ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತ-
ಸ್ಪರ್ಶದಲ್ಲಿ ಅಭಿವೃದ್ಧಿ,
ಪ್ರಸ್ತುತ-ಸ್ಪರ್ಶ-೨
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### Appendix-I

#### SCHEDULE-I

**I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION**

1. **Name** :
2. **Sex** :
   - Male □ Female □
3. **Age** :
   - 20 to 30 □
   - 30 to 40 □
   - 40 to 50 onwards □
4. **Caste** :
   - SC □ ST □ OBC □ GM □
5. **Religion** :
   - Hindu □ Muslim □ Jain □
   - Christian □ Others □
6. **Education** :
   - Illiterate □ Primary □ Middle School □
   - High School □ PUC □ Graduate □
   - Post Graduate □ Technical & Diploma □
7. **Occupation** :
   - Agriculture □ Business □ Service □
8. **Income from all sources** :
   - Rs.10,000 or below, □ 10,000 to 50,000 □
   - 50,000 to 1 lakh □
9. **Marital status** :
   - Married □ Unmarried □
10. **Family** :
    - Nuclear □ Joint □
11. **Duration of residence** :
    - By birth □ Settled □ Mention the Year ________ (in HDMC limit)
12. **Land holding (Acres)** :
    - Landless □ 1 to 2 Acres □
    - 2-4 Acres □ 5 onwards □
1. Are you aware of the process of privatization; Yes/No
   (If yes)

2. What is your perception of privatization? Explain in four lines,
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

3. If I say your experiences in privatization is;
   Satisfying □
   Bitter □
   Dissatisfying □
   (Choose one answer only)

4. The level of privatization today;
   Satisfying □
   Dissatisfied □
   Need more □
   Not yet right for our society □
   Anything else (explain) □
   (Choose one answer only)
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________
5. Are you aware of the fact that HDMC has privatized public service today? Yes/No

6. How do you explain the status of privatization in HDMC today?
   - Satisfying □
   - Dissatisfying □
   - No Idea □
   - Any other (explain) □
   (choose one answer only)

7. Do you consider privatization as a step which is;
   - Progressive therefore Developmental □
   - Regressive hence non Developmental □
   - Can't Say □
   - Any other □
   (choose one answer only)

8. How would you measure the performance of HDMC before it privatized the public services (mention year)
   - Good □
   - Excellent □
   - Can't Say □
   - Any other □
9. If you were consulted, what is the preferential order of public service to be privatized
   (Your view)

   1
   2
   3
   4
   5

10. Do you agree with the view that citizens today have a dissolutionment with local governments and their performance
   Yes/No

11. In your opinion would you endorse the fact that;

   ☐ - Privatization is a solution to good governance
   ☐ - Privatization is a western notion of development
   ☐ - Privatization helps to reconnect citizens and government.

12. Is 'privatization' as a concept is New Wine (Idea) in the old Bottle
   Yes/No

13. If yes, explain in four lines-why do you think so?
14. Among the following, what 'model' of governance would you endorse as best suited for local governments?

- Public Governance
- Private Participation in Public activities
- Public private partnership in governance
- Any other (explain)

15. Would you agree to the statement that;

"participation (private) is a process through which stakeholders influence share, have control over development initiatives, decisions and resources; which effect them (World Bank participation learning Group definition)

Yes/No

16. In the light of the above, would you describe the working of HDMC as a step in the right direction?

Yes/No

17. In the list provided below the public services privatized by HDMC is shown; kindly accord YOUR priority and endorse it:

a) Computer operator and maintenance staff
b) Public Grievance cell
c) Solid waste management in some wards
d) Management reforms system
e) Record Keeping
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f) Collection of property tax, water bill, electricity bill, BSNL bill, Birth and Death certificate

18. Privatization has an effect on the 'Governance' in the local area. Do you agree?

   Yes/No

19. This effect in case of HDMC has been....

   Positive □
   Negative □
   Ineffective □
   Partisan □
   Spoil system operating □

( Prefer one choice only)

20. Privatization of public services in HDMC has fuelled....

   Efficiency □
   Inefficiency □
   Lethargy □
   Blame game □
   Any other (explain) □

21. Privatization eluder poor from grievance redressal system;

   Yes/No

22. Privatization pre-empts. “Organizational and Attitudinal (Behavioural) changes”

   Yes/No
23. In HDMC after privatizing public services, such organizational and Attitudinal change have........

| Taken place | ☐ |
| Not taken place | ☐ |
| Any other | ☐ |

24. Privatization promotes favoritism and vested interest.... Do you...? 

Yes/No

25. Privatization mars democratic participation by discouraging the poor and excluded....

Yes/No

26. Privatization promotes profiteering and not service orientation...

Yes/No

27. Privatization of public services runs contrary to the spirits of local government...

Yes/No

28. Privatization in HDMC ahss reduced the role and decision making ability of the elected Representatives...

Yes/No

30. Success of a local government depends on its ability to control the decay of a democratic systems by encouraging local talents and increasing participations...

| Agreed | ☐ |
| Disagreed | ☐ |
| No Answer | ☐ |
| Any other (explain) | ☐ |
31. In the light of the above; how do you rate HDMC working (explain is four line)

32. Essence of 'local' government is in its efficiency of 'delivery of services; in the light of this; do you endorse;

☐ - Privatization increases efficiency of delivery of services
☐ - Privatization promotes Nepotism in delivery services
☐ - Privatization promotes democratic loyalty by favoritism in delivery services
☐ - Any other (explain)

33. Privatization of public services in HDMC is still in its experimental stage—would you agree?

Yes/No

34. Privatization and organizational shift in HDMC are not complementary...

Yes/No

35. It yes; state with four examples...

......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
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36. Privatization of public services in HDMC fall short of its designated goals;

Yes/No

37. Party politics at local government affects privatization process

Agreed/disagreed

38. If agreed do you endorse a party less election to local governments

Yes/No

39. Do you prefer right to recall as fundamental right to correct mistakes in a democratic set up?

Yes/No

Date: Signature

Time:

Place: